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Abstract
For any n, we construct a model of T n2 +¬exp in which each ∃s5bn+1 formula is equivalent to an ∃5bn formula.
c© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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The central question in bounded arithmetic is whether there exists a model of the theory S2 in which the bounded
formula hierarchy (or, in other words, the polynomial hierarchy) is infinite. However, it is also natural to ask whether
there actually exists a model for S2, or at least for a reasonably strong fragment of this theory, where the bounded
formula hierarchy collapses. The answer to this question has remained equally elusive.
A somehow related, though perhaps more tractable problem is whether there is a model of bounded arithmetic not
satisfying exp (the totality of the exponential function) in which the 61 formula hierarchy collapses, that is, every 61
formula is equivalent to an ∃5bm formula for some fixed m.
Note that by [4], any model which satisfies exp also satisfies Matijasevicˇ’s theorem, so in any such model a 61
formula is equivalent to a purely existential formula. Even without referring to Matijasevicˇ’s theorem, one can easily
show that in any model of exp, the 61 hierarchy collapses to ∃∆b1: given a 61 formula ϕ = ∃x ψ with ψ bounded,
we may existentially quantify an object so large in comparison to the arguments of ϕ and the hypothetical witness for
∃x that all the bounded quantifiers in ψ become sharply bounded (such an object may easily be ∆b1-defined using the
arguments and witness as parameters).
For models without exp, the situation is much less clear. In such “short” models, the difference between unbounded
and bounded quantifiers is smaller than in structures satisfying exp, in the sense that even an unbounded quantifier
does not have access to elements which are enormously large with respect to the parameters of a given formula. Thus,
the method of collapsing 61 to ∃∆b1 outlined in the previous paragraph breaks down. As a matter of fact, to the best
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of our knowledge there is no construction of a model of S2 +¬exp, nor even Sn2 or T n2 (+¬exp) for some n, in which
the 61 hierarchy would be known to collapse.
In the present paper, we show that any finitely axiomatizable fragment of S2 has a “short” model in which a partial
collapse of the 61 hierarchy occurs. Specifically, we show that for any n, there is a modelM of T n2 with the following
two properties. Firstly, there is an element a ∈ M such that the standard iterations of # on a are cofinal in M (so, in
particular, M |= ¬exp). Secondly, the model M satisfies ∃s5bn+1 ≡ ∃5bn , i.e. each ∃s5bn+1 formula is equivalent
to a ∃5bn formula. Unfortunately, we cannot tell whether the collapse extends further — it is conceivable that for
m > n + 1, the ∃s5bm formulae will be strictly more expressive than ∃5bn .
Our proof is based on classical logical methods rather than the computer science-inspired techniques common
in the research on bounded arithmetic. We use the notion of 6bn+1-maximal model, i.e. a model which, in a sense,
satisfies as many s6bn+1 formulae as possible. We show that “short” 6
b
n+1-maximal models for T
n
2 exist, and that in
each such model, any s6bn+1 formula ϕ(x) is equivalent to an infinite conjunction
∧
k∈N Consk(ϕ(x)) of certain5bn+1
consistency statements. The statements are uniform enough for the infinite conjunction to be equivalent to a single
∀6bn formula. This gives s6bn+1 ⊆ ∀6bn . Taking negations, we get s5bn+1 ⊆ ∃5bn , and our result follows.
The paper is divided into four sections. Section 1 is preliminary. Section 2 describes the construction of 6bn+1-
maximal models. In Section 3, we introduce our consistency statements, and in the last section we complete the proof
of the main result.
1. Preliminaries
We assume familiarity with the basic notions and results of bounded arithmetic, which may be found in [5] or
[6]. Throughout the paper, we use the letter n to denote an arbitrary fixed natural number ≥1, needed to specify the
bounded arithmetic theories and formula classes we deal with (e.g. T n2 , 6
b
n , 6
b
n+1, etc.).
Recall the difference between general 6bn and strict 6
b
n , or s6
b
n . The class 6
b
n is defined as the closure of 5
b
n−1
under connectives, sharply bounded quantification, and bounded existential quantification, whereas s6bn is the prenex
version of 6bn , i.e. it consists of formulae of the form
∃x1 ≤ t1∀x2 ≤ t2 . . . Qxn ≤ tn ψ,
where ψ is sharply bounded. Sn2 , and thus also T
n
2 , proves that every 6
b
n formula is equivalent to an s6
b
n formula, but
it is unknown whether this holds also for weaker bounded arithmetic theories.
For any class of formulae Γ , the class ∃Γ consists of formulae from Γ preceded by a tuple of existential
quantifiers. In ∃bΓ , these initial existential quantifiers are additionally required to be bounded. ∀Γ and ∀bΓ are
defined analogously.
We want to consider fragments of diagrams of models, so given a model M, we work not just with the usual
bounded arithmetic language L2, but also with its extension L(M) obtained by adding a constant symbol d for every
element d of M. We will be particularly interested in the positive part of the 5bn diagram of M, i.e. Th5bn (ML(M)),
whereML(M) is the expansion ofM to the language L(M).
We need to encode the extended language L(M) in arithmetic. For simplicity, we may let the first few odd numbers
be the Go¨del numbers of symbols of L2, assign the number 2d to the constant symbol d , and treat formulae as
sequences of symbols.
To code sequences, we can use any standard feasible sequence-coding method available in bounded arithmetic. If s
is a sequence, lh(s) stands for the length of s and (s)i denotes the i-th element of s, for i = 0, . . . , lh(s)− 1. A “bar”,
as in x¯ or d¯ , always denotes a tuple, and d¯ denotes the tuple of constants for elements of d¯.
2. 6bn+1-maximal models
Definition 2.1. Let T be a theory containing S12 . A modelM |= T is called6bn+1-maximal w.r.t. T if for anyM′ |= T ,
M 6bn M′ impliesM s6bn+1 M
′.
The notion of 6bn+1-maximality is a suitably modified version of the concept of maximality or 1-closedness (see
e.g. [1] or [2]), which is, in turn, an arithmetical version of the general model-theoretical concept of existential closure.
A related notion was also used in [3].
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It is quite easy to show that6bn+1-maximal models w.r.t. T
n
2 exist. The proof is a rather standard iterative argument:
Lemma 2.2. Let i ≤ n and letM be a countable model of T i2 . There exists a modelM+ |= T i2 such that:
(a) M 6bn M+;
(b) M+ is 6bn+1-maximal w.r.t. T
i
2 ;
(c) M is cofinal inM+.
Proof. Let a countableM |= T i2 be given. Let t0, t1, . . . be an enumeration of all triples
〈m, 〈l1, . . . , lr 〉, ϕ〉,
where m, r, l1, . . . , lr ∈ N, ϕ is an s6bn+1 formula and the number of free variables in ϕ is r . We may assume w.l.o.g.
that tk = 〈m, 〈l1, . . . , lr 〉, ϕ〉 implies m ≤ k.
We will use this enumeration to construct a chainM0 6bn M1 6bn . . . of countable models of T n2 .
We takeM0 := M. Assume we have definedM0, . . . ,Mk and enumerations {a jl : l ∈ N} ofM j for j ≤ k. Consider
the triple tk = 〈m, 〈l1, . . . , lr 〉, ϕ〉. If there is a 6bn -elementary extension M′ of Mk satisfying T i2 + ϕ(aml1 , . . . , amlr ),
take such a (countable)M′ and letMk+1 be the initial segment ofM′ determined byMk (note thatMk+1 is also a 6bn -
elementary extension of Mk ; moreover, Mk+1 satisfies ϕ(aml1 , . . . , a
m
lr
), since ϕ is a bounded formula, so the witness
for its initial existential quantifier is small enough to fit intoMk+1). Otherwise letMk+1 := Mk . Fix any enumeration
{ak+1l : l ∈ N} ofMk+1.
Define M+ as the union
⋃
k∈NMk . One may easily check that M+ satisfies (a)–(c). In particular, to prove that
M+ |= T i2 (which is part of (b)), observe that Mk 6bn M+ for each k, so if there was a counterexample to 6bi
induction inM, then by 6bi -elementarity this counterexample would have already been contained in someMk . 
Corollary 2.3. LetM be any countable model of T n2 containing an element a such that the standard iterations of # on
a are cofinal inM. ThenM can be 6bn -elementarily extended to a modelM+ which is 6bn+1-maximal w.r.t. T
n
2 and in
which the standard iterations of # on a remain cofinal.
3. The consistency statements
In this section, we introduce the consistency statements whose conjunction is equivalent to an s6bn+1 formula in
an appropriately chosen model. We start by formulating a simple general observation on models of T n2 .
Lemma 3.1. LetM |= T n2 , d¯ ∈ M, and let ϕ(x¯) be an s6bn+1 formula. ThenM can be 6bn -elementarily extended to a
modelM′ |= T n2 + ϕ(d¯) if and only if the theory T n2 + Th5bn (ML(M))+ ϕ(d¯) is consistent.
Proof. Both implications are straightforward. For the “only if” direction, simply observe thatM′ (or strictly speaking,
the expansion ofM′ to L(M)) must satisfy Th5bn (ML(M)) as it is a 6
b
n -elementary extension ofM.
For the “if” direction, consider anyM′ |= T n2 + Th5bn (ML(M))+ ϕ(d¯).M′ is certainly an extension ofM (modulo
the obvious embedding), so all that needs to be checked is that the extension is 6bn -elementary. Any 6
b
n formula
satisfied inM′ is clearly satisfied inM, sinceM′ |= Th5bn (ML(M)). On the other hand, by 6bn replacement, every 6bn
formula is provably equivalent in T n2 to an s6
b
n , and thus ∃b5bn−1, formula. Moreover, an ∃b5bn−1 formula satisfied
in M will also be satisfied in M′, since M′ |= Th5bn−1(ML(M)) and the witnesses for the initial existential quantifiers
are present inM′. 
Corollary 3.2. Let M be a 6bn+1-maximal model of T
n
2 , d¯ ∈ M, and let ϕ(x¯) be an s6bn+1 formula. Then M |= ϕ(d¯)
if and only if the theory T n2 + Th5bn (ML(M))+ ϕ(d¯) is consistent.
In other words, in a6bn+1-maximal model the truth of an s6
b
n+1 formula is reduced to consistency with the positive
part of the 5bn diagram. It remains to show that in a model of an appropriate form, this consistency property can be
expressed by a ∀6bn formula.
In the remaining part of this section, we assume that the model M is as given by Corollary 2.3, i.e. M is a 6bn+1-
maximal model of T n2 containing an element a such that the standard iterations of # on a are cofinal inM.
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Let ψ(x¯) be any formula. For any standard k, define the formula Consk(ψ(x¯)) as:
There is no proof of ¬ψ(x¯) from Th5bn (ML(M)) containing at most |k| symbols
and not containing constants for numbers greater than 2|a|k .
Thus, each Consk expresses “partial” consistency with the5bn diagram ofM (parametrized by k). For our purposes,
it is important to calculate the quantifier complexity of Consk .
Lemma 3.3. Let ψ(x¯) be any formula.
(a) For any k, Consk(ψ(x¯)) can be formulated as a (strict) 5bn+1 formula with a as an additional parameter;
(b)
∧
k∈N Consk(ψ(x¯)) can be formulated as a ∀6bn formula with a as an additional parameter.
Proof. Consk(ψ(x¯)) is:
∀s [“s is a sequence of formulae” &∑i<lh(s) lh((s)i )) ≤ |k|
&“no (s)i contains a constant for a number greater than 2|a|
k
”
&∀i < lh(s) ((s)i ∈ T n2 ∨ “(s)i is a true 5bn formula”
∨ “(s)i is derived from previous elements of s by an inference rule”)
⇒ (s)lh(s)−1 6= pψ(x¯)q]
Syntactic properties of formulae and proofs are ∆b1, provably in S
1
2 . Thus, in order to show that the formula above
can be written in s5bn+1 form with a as a parameter, we need only to check two things: firstly, that the universal
quantifier ∀s can be bounded, and secondly, that “(s)i is a true 5bn formula” can be expressed in 5bn .
The quantifier ∀s refers only to sequences of formulae which together contain no more than |k| symbols and which
do not contain constants for numbers greater than 2|a|k . Each potential s is a sequence of length at most |k|. Moreover,
each formula in a potential s is a sequence of length at most |k| whose elements are all bounded by 2|a|k+1 (the Go¨del
number of the constant for 2|a|k ). Thus, each element of s can be bounded by roughly 2|k|·(|a|k+1), and s itself can be
bounded by roughly 2|k|2·(|a|k+1), which can obviously be expressed by a term in a.
To state “(s)i is a true 5bn formula”, we need to use the universal formula for 5
b
n formulae, available already in
S12 .
2 It is a 5bn formula with an additional parameter, which depends on the size of the arguments and whose only
role is to bound all the quantifiers in the universal formula. It is known that to determine the truth value of formulae
of length smaller than |l| for elements smaller than b, this additional parameter may be set to 2|b|l . Since we are only
interested in the truth of formulae of length at most |k| for numbers not exceeding 2|a|k , we may set the parameter to
2|a|k
2
. This completes the proof of (a).
For (b), formulate the infinite conjunction as:
∀b ∀c ∀k [(b = 2|a|k & c = 2|a|k2+1)⇒ Consk(ψ(x¯))],
where Consk is as above, but with the 2|a|
k
bound on the size of constant symbols replaced by b, and with the
2|k|2·(|a|k+1) bound for the ∀s quantifier and the 2|a|k2 bounding parameter in the 5bn universal formula replaced by c.
By our assumption on M, the elements 2|a|k
2+1
for standard k are cofinal in M, so the conjunction will range exactly
over k ∈ N, as required. Altogether, the conjunction is ∀s5bn+1 and thus ∀6bn . 
4. The main result
We are now ready to state a theorem which will yield our main result (Theorem 4.2) as a simple corollary.
2 Strictly speaking, in S12 the universal formula works only for s5
b
n formulae, but it works for all5
b
n formulae once6
b
n replacement is available.
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Theorem 4.1. Let M be a 6bn+1-maximal model of T
n
2 containing some a such that the standard iterations of # on a
are cofinal inM. For any strict 6bn+1 formula ψ(x¯),
M |= ψ(x¯) ≡
∧
k∈N
Consk(ψ(x¯)).
Proof. Just note that for any d¯ ∈ M, ∧k∈N Consk(ψ(d¯)) is equivalent to the consistency of ψ(d¯) with the positive
part of the 5bn diagram ofM. Then apply Corollary 3.2. 
Theorem 4.2. There exists a model of T n2 in which every ∃s5bn+1 formula is equivalent to an ∃5bn formula (with no
additional parameters).
Proof. It is enough to show that there is a model of T n2 in which every s6
b
n+1 formula is equivalent to a ∀6bn formula
(with the same parameters).
LetM0 be any countable model of T n2 which contains a proof of the inconsistency of PA. Let a be the smallest such
proof. Consider the submodel of M0 determined by the cut #N(a) and extend it 6bn -elementarily to a 6
b
n+1-maximal
model as in Corollary 2.3. Let M be this maximal model. Notice that in M, a is still the smallest inconsistency proof
of PA, so it is 5b1-definable.
By Theorem 4.1, every s6bn+1 formula ψ(x¯, d¯), where d¯ ∈ M are the parameters, is equivalent in M to∧
k∈N Consk(ψ(x¯, d¯)). In Lemma 3.3, we showed that
∧
k∈N Consk(ψ(x¯, d¯)) can be expressed as a ∀6bn formula
with a as the only additional parameter. But a is5b1-definable, so we can reformulate
∧
k∈N Consk(ψ(x¯, d¯)) as a ∀6bn
formula with no new parameters. 
Remark. In the proof above, the assumption that the initial model M0 satisfies ¬ConsPA was only needed to get an
appropriately large 5b1-definable element in M — which is, in turn, only needed to avoid introducing an additional
parameter.
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